INTRODUCTION
Heat transfer to boiling liquid on enhanced surfaces is widely used for cooling purposes in technical equipment that generates high heat fluxes and where it is critical that none of the elements or integrated circuits of the device reaches the temperature higher than acceptable for its working life, reliability and correct performance.
The identification of processes taking place inside a limited space creates an indispensable requirement for the theoretical description of boiling in subsurface tunnels, from incipience through fully developed nucleate boiling to the boiling crisis. In order to analyze nucleate boiling in a complex system of subsurface tunnels, it is necessary to identify the sites of vapor bubble nucleation, growth and departure, supply of liquid for the tunnels, and to determine all the phases of the boiling cycle.
Most researchers have dealt with external visualization only [1 -5] . Nakayama et al. [6] were among the first to conduct boiling visualization in horizontal structural surfaces (subsurface tunnels limited by foil with triangular holes), using a section of the structure, limited by transparent walls. Their visualization study of boiling R-11, water and nitrogen suggested an important role of evaporation inside the tunnel in heat transfer enhancement. Arshad and Thome [7] built a similar set-up for the observation of the boiling process on the plane, which was perpendicular to the axis of the tunnels with triangular, rectangular and circular cross-sections. They confirmed, in part, the findings of Nakayama et al. [6] , pointing to the fact that evaporation of a thin film is the basic condition that has to be satisfied to make vapor generation inside the subsurface structure possible. Ayub and Bergles [8] constructed a single channel simulator with side walls fabricated from polycarbonate glass sheet. Their visual observations indicated a complex liquid-vapor exchange mechanism. Also Pastuszko [9, 10] presented high speed internal visualization of boiling heat transfer for system of connected tunnels, with external visualization added to it. The experiments were carried out with water at atmospheric pressure, at heat fluxes of 130 -290 kW/m 2 . Diameter and frequency of departing bubbles were determined. Observations of internal and external visualizations confirmed most of the assumptions made for the semi-analytical model for boiling from enhanced structures composed of connected vertical and horizontal tunnels. The objectives of the present study include the elucidation of the pool boiling mechanism in a system of connected horizontal and vertical narrow tunnels, and an attempt to define particular phases in bubble generation and growth.
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The visualization studies were conducted with a transparent structured model of joined tunnels limited with perforated foil (Figs 1,2 ). The applied structure, being a system of mini-fins and tunnels, is complicated and the classical visualization in this case should be complemented with an observation of a twophase system in confined spaces. A set-up with a segment structure was used to conduct qualitative observations, defined as internal visualization. The diagram of the internal visualization system is presented in Figure 1 ; Figure 2 shows the basic module consisting of the copper block with the cartridge heater inside, made as a whole with the sample's segment. Tunnels, together with the perforated walls functioning as foil with small openings, were made by milling 1 mm deep grooves. The surface for determining the boiling curves was composed of a system of 13 mini-fins arranged with 2 mm pitch (1 mm inter-fin areas) and grouped in a form of three main fins, while the segment selected for internal visualization consisted of only 3 mini-fins attached at the distance of 1 mm from the transparent plates which acted also as the vessel walls. 
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The design of the module made it possible to observe the vapor bubble nucleation, growth and migration, to determine the sites where the liquid was supplied to the tunnels, and to present the flow of liquid and gas phase within the horizontal and vertical tunnels, that is, inside two narrow tunnels in contact with the formed mini-fins. A quantitative analysis required a camera recording images at the speed greater than 200 frames a second. The visualization images were obtained using a high speed digital monochrome camera with CMOS sensor PHOT MV-D1024-160-CL (Photonfocus) with 1024x1024 pixel resolution and maximum frame rate of 150 fps. The high speed camera EX-FH20 (Casio) with 480x360 resolution at 210 fps, 224x168 resolution at 410 fps and 224x56 resolution at 1000 fps was used as an auxiliary device. Increasing the image acquisition speed to 1000 fps would decrease the resolution significantly. At the used range of wall superheat, the frequencies of bubble departure did not exceed 60 Hz, so the rate 493 fps (at resolution of 400 x 300 with PHOT camera) was sufficient for the visualization purposes.
Lighting was provided by a high power halogen lamp and, additionally, by another lamp with light pipes (front light and back light).
SAMPLES
The enhanced structure, which was the focus of the investigations, is shown in Figure 3b . The sample with the tunnel structure formed a square of 27 mm-long side. It had three main fins with mini-fins cut in them and covered with perforated foil. The visualization studies were conducted with a transparent structured model of joined narrow tunnels limited with the perforated walls. The surface area that corresponds to the segment for the internal visualization is shown in Fig. 3a . This does not mean that the visualization was conducted at the edge of the fin array, but it only shows the section which refers to the internal visualization module, i.e., 3 mini-fins with adjacent inter-fin areas. The width of the selected area is 3 mm and the length is 27 mm. The parameters of the structures discussed above with the notations as in Figure 3 are shown in Table 1 . 4. RESULTS
INTERNAL VISUALIZATION
Figures 4 -6 present the visualization of boiling inside the space limited by the dimensions of the segment (Fig. 3a) .
At the superheat of 6.0 K (Fig. 4) , vapor bubbles generated above the horizontal tunnel pores are imperceptible, allowing the assumption that all the holes supply the whole system of tunnels with liquid. With the same values of 'T in the vertical tunnel, vapor bubbles are appeared initially inside the horizontal tunnel. A growing bubble gradually fills the space of neighboring vertical tunnels. When the bubble occupies nearly the whole space of the vertical tunnel, it bursts allowing the initial inflow of liquid into the tunnel. The bubbles shift to the bottom part of the vertical tunnel, move up towards the tunnel exit, become bigger and then depart at the outlet of the tunnel. The subpressure created at the bubble departure contributes to the liquid supply in the tunnel and aids the growth of another bubble in the vertical tunnel. Flooding is the predominant boiling mode.
Increasing the superheat to about 8.3 K activates principally one pore in each space between the main fins, which is confirmed by single vapor bubbles emerging over this tunnel (Fig. 5) . The bubbles linger in the inter-fin spaces. One can observe that horizontal tunnels are cyclically filled with vapor and that they transfer from the flooding mode to the suction-evaporation mode, whereas the vertical tunnels are extensively flooded following the bubble departure. Departing bubbles have irregular shapes and are much bigger.
At 'T § 13 K (Fig. 6 ), more bubbles detach from the horizontal tunnel pores. They grow into the main fin interspaces but the velocities of their translocation are a few times lower than the velocities of the bubbles departing from the vertical tunnel outlets. This slowdown can be the result of the intense inflow of liquid into the pores of the vertical and horizontal tunnels. The bubbles adjoin over the fin tips, but they do not coalesce. In vertical tunnels, the suction-evaporation mode of boiling becomes predominant. 
BOILING CYCLE
The phases of bubble formation at small superheats, that is, for the flooding mode of boiling, are presented in Fig. 7 . The following phases can be distinguished:
x the extension of a vapor plug in the horizontal tunnel up to the length corresponding to the horizontal tunnel length - Fig. 7a -b, x vapor fills at least one of the adjacent tunnels - Fig. 7 b- 
CONCLUSIONS
The visualization experiments allow drawing the following conclusions:
x Internal visualization allowed reconstruction of the basic boiling features relating to the confined regions of the interconnected subsurface tunnels. x Observations of the horizontal tunnel showed that the classic mode of suctionevaporation may occur in both tunnels only at large superheats, i.e. above 13 K. x Pores in the perforated foil of the horizontal tunnel are inactive at small superheats (about 6 K). x The tunnels do not "work" independently. The bubble-vapor plug is formed in the horizontal tunnel, extending with time over the area of at least one of the neighboring vertical tunnels.
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x Considering the occurrence of the flooding mode of boiling at small and medium superheats, four phases of bubble formation were distinguished for the analyzed complex surface with internal tunnels. x Reduced dimensions of the heating surface can skew the heat flux values in pool boiling, which affects the change in the heat transfer coefficient value, thus the superheat values given above have no reference to the real surface area of 27 x 27 mm.
